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• July 1977 John Adams: make the LEP tunnel large enough to 

accommodate superconducting magnets to enable protons to be accelerated 

to above 3 TeV

• First serious study, Lausanne workshop 1984

“A large hadron collider has always seemed an obvious option to follow LEP and 

it is clearly becoming time to start R and D on suitable magnets. It is less clear 

that it is sensible to discuss the physics which might be studied with such a 

machine without more complete results from the SPS collider, let alone data 

from LEP, SLC and HERA. All we can do is identify the questions which seem 

most pressing now and ask how they could be addressed by experiments, 

whose centre of mass energy we take to be 10 to 20 TeV. This crystal gazing is 

unusually hazardous following the recent tantalising hints of new discoveries 

from UA1 and UA2, which remind us that it runs the risk of rapid redundancy.”

What has happened in the intervening 27 years? 

Some History*Some History*
* See Nature 448 (2007) * See Nature 448 (2007) 281 and talk by Lyn Evans for political history281 and talk by Lyn Evans for political history



What would a Rip Van Winkle understand of a talk on 

fundamental micro-physics if he fell asleep/woke up 27 years 

later in:

• 1903/1930 - nothing

• 1930/1957 - almost nothing

• 1957/1984 - almost nothing

• 1984/2011 - almost everything*

although he would have been amazed by the sophistication 

and performance of the LHC detectors

* except about data analysis



Fairly standard list of deficiencies of the standard model

• the origin of mass

• the origin of flavour

• the origin of CP violation

• the connection between electroweak, strong and gravitational forces

+ solutions to the mass problem → new phenomena below 1 TeV:

 WL = fundamental (Higgs) → hierarchy problem → supersymmetry*?

• very appealing …unifies fermions and bosons and is the maximal symmetry allowed by 

rather general theorems (‘R parity as likely to be broken as not’ Ross & Valle)

or strong self Higgs field self interactions (strong WW interactions @ ~ 1 Tev)?

 WL = composite : technicolour*

* models unacceptably complex and run into phenomenological difficulties.  However, the 

underlying picture is so attractive that its consequences should be explored and theorists 

should continue to look for new ways of generating fermion masses

Parton luminosity curves + phenomenology of: Higgs, technicolour, SUSY

heavy quark, heavy W/Z, WW scattering, compositeness

.

Lausanne 1984 Lausanne 1984 (from my theoretical summary)::



Same arguments as in Lausanne although my talk 

included an „oral interlude on particle physics and 

cosmology‟ which discussed dark matter and quark gluon 

plasma

Higher design luminosity (by then 1034)→ range of LHC 

similar to SSC for many purposes but experiments much 

harder

LHC – most cost effective route to 1 TeV, heavy ions and 

ep collisions as a bonus

First full presentation of the LHC to First full presentation of the LHC to 

the CERN Council (December 1991)the CERN Council (December 1991)



Basic two-in-one structure unchanged since  Lausanne 

(although then: LEP to be kept for ep, sc transfer lines, 

luminosity 1033 + many changes of detail )

DetectorsDetectors

1984: 1033 judged challenging but useable

By end of 1980s: luminosity over 1034 planned, and looking 

as if it could be useable thanks to CERN’s detector R&D 

programme, and later development of the grid etc

Evian (1992): basic ideas of CMS, ATLAS and ALICE 

presented*

* “small probability of any particular non-standard scenario, 

but models stretch detector requirements.  Like good 

combination of e, μ, τ, γ, W, Z, jets, missing ET, b tagging”

Evolution of the MachineEvolution of the Machine



• Robust scientific case

• Uniqueness

• Unanimous support of the particle physics community

• Technical success of CERN 

What about Approval of Future Projects?What about Approval of Future Projects?
• Public support – the back hole story (→) raised profile

• Major discoveries at the LHC (hard to imagine funding to look for the dog 

that did not bark in the night)

• Continued technical success (no backlash from the 2008 accident, but…)

• Globalisation of particle physics

• Unanimous support of the particle physics community

• Robust scientific case

• „Reasonable‟ budget envelope

Factors that Underwrote Approval of the LHCFactors that Underwrote Approval of the LHC
1994 – two stage; 1996 – one stage





The LHC Enters Popular CultureThe LHC Enters Popular Culture



Scientific Progress from 1984 to 2011Scientific Progress from 1984 to 2011

The mystery of dark matter has been deepened by the 

discovery of dark energy 

but otherwise not much has happened, except

- demonstration that the standard model works at the one 

loop level (coupling constants converge at high energy 

[GUT] with SUSY)

- expected discovery of the top + not unexpected 

discovery of neutrino masses
-

- (g-2)μ three standard deviations from standard model

Do we have the clues and tools we need to 

make further progress?
-



Clues Ideas Tools in use

1903 Atomic spectra ? Cathode rays (keV)

Michelson-Morley ?

Radioactivity ?

Photoelectric effect ?

[No Rutherford scattering, Davidson-Germer,..]

1930 Deviations from R scatt. Nucleus has structure Alphas (MeV)

A/Z Neutron

Continuous β spectrum E not conserved

[QFT formulated, but no knowledge of ν, μ, π, K…]

1957 Strange particles  Higher symmetries Cosmic rays

Parity violation ? Bevatron (GeV)

[No strange resonances, ρ, ω, K*,…, deep inelastic, ν experiments,…]

1984 No. of forces GUTs, Strings Spp̅S (630 GeV)

Origin of mass Higgs

No. of generations ?

Quark & lepton masses ?

Stability of Higgs SUSY

[No: top, ν masses,…]

Earlier ErasEarlier Eras



Clues Ideas Tools in use

19841984 No. of forces GUTs, Strings Spp̅S (0.63 TeV, 1030)

Origin of mass Higgs?

No. of generations ?

Quark & lepton masses ?

Stability of Higgs SUSY

20112011 Neutrino masses ? LHC (7 TeV, 1033)

Dark energy ? just starting

(g-2)μ ?

Extra dimensions?

We need more clues - hope they lie in the new regime that will be 

opened up by the LHC, later at 14 TeV and over 1034

Are we missing concepts, or only ideas of how to implement 

them?

Salam „Nature is economical in concepts, but extravagant in their realisation‟

TodayToday



Nature is Economical in ConceptsNature is Economical in Concepts
 Quantum Field Theory - forces ~ exchange of particles:

 experiment particles + interactions  force (not a 

separate concept) [particles (“matter” and “force 

carriers”) = fluctuations of fields]

 Local (“gauge”) symmetry - conventions to be chosen locally

 experiment  existence of force carrying particles: form 

of interactions + properties fixed 

observations, except: Gauge theory  Mass 

= 0 - only true for photon and graviton

 Hidden Symmetry - allows Mass  0 and unification of 

 presumably electromagnetic and weak forces: requires 

additional “Higgs” particle(s)

 Anti-screening - strong interactions  weaker at short 

 experiment distances; may converge  electroweak 

force at “Grand Unified” scale

 Super-symmetry? - connects matter and force carrying particles: 

helps stabilise theory

 Local Super-symmetry?? - requires existence of gravity!



LHC + Experiments: LHC + Experiments: spectacular startspectacular start--up in 2010up in 2010

 Brilliant performances of LHC and experimentsBrilliant performances of LHC and experiments

LHCbLHCb

CMSCMS

First First pp--pp collisions at √collisions at √ss = 7 = 7 TeVTeV on 30 March 2010on 30 March 2010

First First PbPb--PbPb

collisions at collisions at 

√√ss = 2.76TeV/N = 2.76TeV/N 

on 7 Nov 2010on 7 Nov 2010
ALICE: ALICE: PbPb--PbPb

http://aliceinfo.cern.ch/static/Pictures/pictures_High_Resolution/wwwFirstPbPb/ev4796_RPhi.png


Entering a NewEntering a New DomainDomain

Exploration of a new energy Exploration of a new energy frontierfrontier
in in pp--pp and and PbPb--PbPb collisions collisions 

LHC ring:LHC ring:
27 km circumference27 km circumference

CMSCMS

ALICEALICE

LHCbLHCb

ATLASATLAS



ProtonProton--Proton CollisionsProton Collisions

 “re“re--discovered” Standard Model discovered” Standard Model  excellent agreement!excellent agreement!

First signal of flavour oscillation

Z  e+e−

Fermilab LHC



Machine + detectors working superbly

Stage set for exciting years ahead

Lausanne (1984) “The problems of the 1960s – the nature of hadrons, 

the nature of the strong force, the nature of the weak force – have been 

solved. We now confront deeper problems – the origin of mass, the 

choice of fundamental building blocks (the problem of flavour), the 

question of further unification of forces including gravity, the origin of 

charge and gauge symmetry. It is only to be expected that many of the 

first attempts to grapple with these problems will be misguided. As 

ever, we must rely on experiment to reveal the truth.”

I hope the long wait will soon be over


